Have your elf a merry little Christmas.

Get creative!
Work together to complete all the tasks!

Help locate our elf
Follow the footprints in the snow to track down our mischievous elf!

Would you rather?
Open your presents early? Or get an extra gift?
We need your help!

One of our mischief-making Dough Elves has gone for a walk, and we need your help to locate them. Can you follow the footsteps and help track down our elf friend? The other elves are already on the hunt so we need everybody to work together.

Follow the footprints across the North Pole, playing all the games along the way. Make sure you colour everything in as you go, it’ll help us find our missing friend by brightening up the way! Go Team!

Colour in the pairs!

Colour in all the matching pairs, avoid any item that doesn’t have a pair.

Keep an eye out for any clues that our elf friend may have dropped along his journey!

Christmas word jumble!

How many words can you make from the word 'Christmas'? Take it in turns.
Here are a few examples: Art and March.
Christmas jumpers!

Get creative and design your very own Christmas jumpers. Each person at the table has a jumper to colour in. At the end, ask your server to pick their favourite!

Open your presents on Christmas Eve? or Open an extra present on Christmas Day?

Have Christmas tinsel for hair? or Have fingers that light up like Christmas lights?

Have pointy ears like an elf? or Have a carrot for a nose?

Live in a giant gingerbread house? or Ride the Polar Express?

Have candy canes for legs? or Have a Santa Claus beard?

Wear an itchy Christmas jumper all year round? or Have a snowball for a head?

Would you rather?

Take it in turns to ask each other the 'would you rather' questions. Add up which column you answered yes to most to find out what kind of elf you are.

If you answered mostly Green: Silly Elf
If you answered mostly Red: Funny Elf

Reindeer route!

Help Santa locate his lost reindeer. Our cheeky missing elf borrowed him from Santa’s stable on his journey across the North Pole!
Spot the difference

There are ten differences between the two images below. Can you work together to find all of them?

A slice of Christmas

Santa would love a special Christmas pizza! Take it in turns to each design your own Christmas themed pizza slice! Watch out, our wandering elf has already helped himself to a slice on his journey!
Recipe corner

Why not make a family breakfast using this easy pancake recipe provided. **You may need to ask an adult for help.** You will need:

- 140g plain flour
- 4 eggs
- 200ml milk
- 50g butter, melted
- Sunflower oil, for cooking

Recipe corner

To make the batter, tip the flour into a bowl and beat in the eggs until smooth. Gradually add the milk and carry on beating until the mix is completely lump-free. Now whisk in the melted butter. Place a pancake pan over a medium heat and wipe with oiled kitchen paper. Ladle some batter into the pan, tilting the pan to move the mix around, pour off any excess. Cook for about 30 seconds until golden, then flip over and cook on the other side. Pile the pancakes up and serve with your favourite filling.

Festive finder

**CHRISTMAS**  **PIZZA**  
**DOUGH BALLS**  **MILANO**  
**ELF**  **PRESENTS**  
**FESTIVE**  **SANTA**  
**MISCHIEVOUS**  **TOGETHER**

Decorate the gingerbread

Colour in and decorate the Christmas gingerbread and ask an adult to help add some string and attach it to your Christmas tree! – Don’t forget to colour in the other side on the next page!
Story time rhyme!

It’s Christmas eve and all I can hear is the sound of...


Excited to wake up this morning because Christmas is...

Christmas dash!

Cut out the counters and spinning dice to play Christmas chimneys and ladders together. Push a pencil through the spinner to create the spinning dice. Read the rules below and remember to have fun!

- Each player puts their counter on the space that says 'start'.
- Take it in turns to spin the dice. Move your counter forward the number of spaces shown on the dice.
- If your counter lands at the bottom of a Santa’s ladder, you can move up to the top of the ladder.
- If your counter lands at the top of a chimney, you must slide down to the bottom.
- Land on either sleighs to be transported to the other one, be careful as you can travel both ways!
- The first player to get to the space that says 'North Pole' is the winner.

Our cheeky elf is here!
Well done! We've found our missing elf! Turns out he wasn't missing at all, he was bringing the game counters so we can all play the last game together! Read the rules to the left and remember to have fun!

• Each player puts their counter on the space that says 'start'.
• Take it in turns to spin the dice. Move your counter forward the number of spaces shown on the dice.
• If your counter lands at the bottom of a Santa’s ladder, you can move up to the top of the ladder.
• If your counter lands at the top of a chimney, you must slide down to the bottom.
• Land on either sleighs to be transported to the other one, be careful as you can travel both ways!
• The first player to get to the space that says 'North Pole' is the winner.
Dietary Requirements

Please let the team know if you have any allergen or dietary requirements and scan the QR code for our allergen information. You can also find our nutritional information online. As our dishes are handmade in our busy kitchens, unfortunately we cannot guarantee that they are 100% free of allergens or contaminants, or that nutritional values are as stated. Please note, not all dish ingredients are listed on the menu.

Suitable for Vegetarians

Suitable for Vegans

Contains nuts or nut oils

1 of 5 a day

All dishes with this logo contain one portion of the recommended five daily servings of fruit and vegetables, based on a serving containing at least 80g of fruit or vegetables.

Dietary Requirements

Please watch out for stray olive stones and bones.

Suitable for Vegetarians

Suitable for Vegans

Contains nuts or nut oils

1 of 5 a day

All dishes with this logo contain one portion of the recommended five daily servings of fruit and vegetables, based on a serving containing at least 80g of fruit or vegetables.